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When dueling was legalized in
Nebraska in 2027, many businesses
sprang at the opportunity to make a
quick buck on the new sport. A group
of investors in Lincoln were the ﬁrst
to take advantage of the new law. The
Pershing Arena was ﬁnished on September 2028, and was built in the same
location as the old Pershing Civic Auditorium, a Lincoln landmark of the
20th century named for WWI General
John Pershing, a Nebraska native.
The Pershing arena runs the usual
AADA events from Divisions 5 to 30,
plus team events. Pershing is a host to
several AADA tournaments and corporate-sponsored duels.

with an Anti-Tank Gun. The turrets are
only used on duellists who ﬂaunt the
arena rules, and to discourage outside
interference.

Arena Events
Besides regular AADA events, the
arena runs one special event:
Cycle Jousting: Contestants use
special motorcycles and are equipped
with 15’ lances. Their improved
body armor has a medieval design,
including shields, and the cycles use
foot controllers. Opponents start in the
same lane at opposite ends of the arena.
At the sound of a horn, both opponents
charge at each other. The object of the
game is to knock your opponent off the
cycle.
A lance (and most other medievalstyle weapons) hits on a 7 or better. A
successful hit does 1d damage for every 25 mph of collision speed, up to
three dice maximum. The target gets
a chance to deﬂect the blow with a
shield, however, on a roll of 9 or better. If that fails, the target takes damage
and must roll a 7 or better to stay on the
cycle. Drivers reduced to 1 DP or less
are unconscious and will always fall off
their cycles. The medium cycles used
have no weapons.

Notes
Walls. The outside arena walls have
50 DP each and are 15’ high. Inside
obstacles have 100 DP and are ﬁxed in
place. The six bunkers are 4’ high and
block weapons ﬁre except from turrets.
The other obstacles block all types of
ﬁre and are 10’ high.
Gates. Each gate has 25 DP and
slides open from left to right. It takes
two seconds for the gate to open or
close.
Turrets. On each side there is a protruding wall mounting a universal turret

PERSHING ARENA

If you’re into spontaneous duelling,
Michigan is the state for you. Everyone’s willing to shoot it out – no surprise, given that Detroit has both the
nation’s highest murder rate and the
nation’s largest concentration of auto
manufacturing facilities.
Amex Combat Autoworks does
most of its vehicle testing well away
from Detroit. There are several different testing areas on site (a dueltrack,
an off-road obstacle course, and a
quarter-mile dragstrip), but only the
arena is open to the public. Amex
holds demonstrations in addition to a
small AADA-sanctioned schedule of
events and monthly U. of M. collegiate
duelling.

handful of debris and obstacle counters
within 2” of the site. Anybody within
1” of the wall when it collapses will
take 2 dice damage from above and
the appropriate driving hazard. The
central TV bunker is 30’ tall and
virtually indestructible, and there’s a
pedestrian bolt hole on each facing at
ﬂoor level.

Events
Apart from the demonstrations and
collegiate events, the Proving Grounds
runs a standard schedule of events.
There are various special events, but
one has proven to be particularly popular:
Cat and Mice. This event requires
ﬁve participants; four low-cost vehicles on one team (each starting in
a different corner), and one vehicle
equal in cost to the other four, which
starts out circling the TV bunker. The
objectives are simple: The cat doesn’t
want any of the mice to escape, and the
mice want to get rid of the cat, or get
out reasonably intact. For this event
only, gates remain closed until 30 seconds have passed.

Notes
Walls. The outer walls are 30’
high and have 75 DP, with bleachers
all around the arena perimeter. The
inner walls are 15’ high and have 30
DP. The supporting pillars have 75
DP. Destroying one pillar of a pair
will merely drop a few debris counters
in the immediate area. Destroying
two pillars will bring down the wall
between them, spreading a liberal
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Grand Rapids
Municipal Arena
Grand Rapids, MI

The Maps
Each map is a standalone arena,
printed on 22” × 34” sheets. There
may be some slight variations in the
size – these maps were designed
over the span of many years, after all! All maps have the standard

1/4” Car Wars grid to govern movement and count off distances.
While the original versions of these
maps had some minor variations in
shadings and textures, all the maps in
Car Wars Arenas use the same map
symbols, as shown below:

MAP KEY
Arena/Track/
Road

Full Walls/
Obstacles

Half Walls

Gates

Up
Off-Road/Gravel/
Debris

GRANDSTANDS
Start/Finish Line

Events
Jousting. Two teams of two vehicles start in the pit areas on the map,
each team in its own half of the arena.
At the start of the event, both teams accelerate out of the pits, circle around,
and head for the other half of the arena.
A vehicle is allowed to ﬁre only while
it’s between the central barricades.

Notes

Building Interior/
Upper Level/
Roof

Ramps

Duelling isn’t terribly popular in
Grand Rapids; there’s only one arena
in town, and it’s open only on weekends. Those citizens who aren’t involved in industrial or agricultural
work are members of the city’s militia.
If it weren’t for the visiting duellists
and spillover from Detroit, the Grand
Rapids Municipal Arena could not stay
open. The locals have only a passing
interest in arena combat, and in-town
ratings are lukewarm at best.

Grandstands

Mounted
Weapon

BANK
Banked Curve

Walls. The walls are all 15’ tall and
75 DP, except for the walls between pit
areas, which are 150 DP. The central
barricades are 4’ tall (allowing only
turret ﬁre) and effectively indestructible. The grandstands are located at
each end of the arena.

Arena Schedule
Sunday – Wednesday . . . . Closed
Thursday . . . . . Amateur Night
Friday . . . . . . . . . Divisionals
Saturday . . . . . . .Special Events

So What Is This?
In the nearly 35 years of Car Wars,
we’ve published a lot of things to add
variety and excitement to the game.
More counters, more road sections,
more city maps, and even a complete
truck stop.
But for most autoduellists, the arena
is where it’s at. The bright lights, the
screaming fans, the fame, the thrills,
the prize money. . . there’s nothing like
it. And over the years, there have been
a lot of arena maps published in a lot
of products. But many of those arenas
have only been published in scale versions, forcing players to get out their
own large sheets of paper and rulers
and markers and draw their own versions, at a scale that ﬁts the vehicles
and other game pieces they play with.
That changes with Car Wars Arenas
and Car Wars Arenas 2. Thanks to the
generous Car Wars fans on Kickstarter,
we were able to put together a box set,
complete with ten arena maps, printed

at full, ready-to-play scale, plus this
bonus pack of four more maps. Just
pull out the map, spread it out on your
game table, then unpack the counters
and dice – it’s time to duel!

What is
Kickstarter?
Kickstarter (www.kickstarter.
com) is a crowdfunding website
that lets publishers gauge the
market for a product before committing to the many expenses of
production. It also creates a community of fans who can follow
the project from idea to completion. We had 1,697 Car Wars
fans participate in the Car Wars
Arenas Kickstarter, and we thank
each and every one of them for
their support.
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GRAND RAPIDS
MUNICIPAL
ARENA
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Notes

Once the state for auto combat,
Indiana’s duelling dominance ended in
2031 with the invasion of EDSEL forces.
EDSEL still maintains a minor presence
here, but their patrols are limited to
cities and major highways. There is no
state anti-duelling legislation.
There’s only one arena in Fort Wayne,
and it is funded, oddly enough, by EDSEL. Although the local EDSEL forces
are not very quick to interfere with
highway duelling, they are extremely
protective of the city streets, even going as far as performing the duties of
the police when they are not available.
Normally, local duelling fans would
protest such heavy-handed tactics,
but EDSEL’s sizable contributions to
Southtown have gone a long way toward keeping the fans happy.
The Southtown Arena is the only
legal outlet for automotive violence
in Fort Wayne, and it is very popular
among the locals for precisely that reason. The arena was built on the site of
the old Southtown shopping mall, and
the vast parking lots are ﬁlled to capacity on weekends. A second, much larger
arena is under construction nearby, expected to open sometime next year. But
until then, the Southtown Arena waiting lists will continue to be long.

Walls. The outside walls are 15’
high and 45 DP. The six central berms
are solid earth, virtually indestructible,
and only 4’ tall. The berms block line
of sight for all but turreted weapons. A
pedestrian can climb on top in one turn,
and can jump down instantly.

Arena Schedule
Monday – Wednesday . . . . Closed
Thursday . . . . . Amateur Night
Friday . . . . . AADA Divisionals
Saturday . . . . . . . .Team Events
Sunday . . . . . . Challenge Night

Events
The Southtown Arena runs a fairly
standard series of events, both duelling and racing. They also run the occasional tag-team event, where one
member of a team must be outside the
barricades, and the other must be inside, or neither may ﬁre or intentionally ram until they are separated again.
Challenge Nights and Amateur Nights
are especially popular; due to EDSEL’s
inﬂuence, the people have no other satisfying outlet for their frustrations . The
waiting list for both Amateur Night and
Challenge Night are very long, though
a lot of hotheaded challenges are cancelled when both participants cool off.

TV
SOUTHTOWN ARENA

TV
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Grand Rapids
Municipal Arena
Grand Rapids, MI

The Maps
Each map is a standalone arena,
printed on 22” × 34” sheets. There
may be some slight variations in the
size – these maps were designed
over the span of many years, after all! All maps have the standard

1/4” Car Wars grid to govern movement and count off distances.
While the original versions of these
maps had some minor variations in
shadings and textures, all the maps in
Car Wars Arenas use the same map
symbols, as shown below:

MAP KEY
Arena/Track/
Road

Full Walls/
Obstacles

Half Walls

Gates

Up
Off-Road/Gravel/
Debris

GRANDSTANDS
Start/Finish Line

Events
Jousting. Two teams of two vehicles start in the pit areas on the map,
each team in its own half of the arena.
At the start of the event, both teams accelerate out of the pits, circle around,
and head for the other half of the arena.
A vehicle is allowed to ﬁre only while
it’s between the central barricades.

Notes

Building Interior/
Upper Level/
Roof

Ramps

Duelling isn’t terribly popular in
Grand Rapids; there’s only one arena
in town, and it’s open only on weekends. Those citizens who aren’t involved in industrial or agricultural
work are members of the city’s militia.
If it weren’t for the visiting duellists
and spillover from Detroit, the Grand
Rapids Municipal Arena could not stay
open. The locals have only a passing
interest in arena combat, and in-town
ratings are lukewarm at best.

Grandstands

Mounted
Weapon

BANK
Banked Curve

Walls. The walls are all 15’ tall and
75 DP, except for the walls between pit
areas, which are 150 DP. The central
barricades are 4’ tall (allowing only
turret ﬁre) and effectively indestructible. The grandstands are located at
each end of the arena.

Arena Schedule
Sunday – Wednesday . . . . Closed
Thursday . . . . . Amateur Night
Friday . . . . . . . . . Divisionals
Saturday . . . . . . .Special Events

So What Is This?
In the nearly 35 years of Car Wars,
we’ve published a lot of things to add
variety and excitement to the game.
More counters, more road sections,
more city maps, and even a complete
truck stop.
But for most autoduellists, the arena
is where it’s at. The bright lights, the
screaming fans, the fame, the thrills,
the prize money. . . there’s nothing like
it. And over the years, there have been
a lot of arena maps published in a lot
of products. But many of those arenas
have only been published in scale versions, forcing players to get out their
own large sheets of paper and rulers
and markers and draw their own versions, at a scale that ﬁts the vehicles
and other game pieces they play with.
That changes with Car Wars Arenas
and Car Wars Arenas 2. Thanks to the
generous Car Wars fans on Kickstarter,
we were able to put together a box set,
complete with ten arena maps, printed

at full, ready-to-play scale, plus this
bonus pack of four more maps. Just
pull out the map, spread it out on your
game table, then unpack the counters
and dice – it’s time to duel!

What is
Kickstarter?
Kickstarter (www.kickstarter.
com) is a crowdfunding website
that lets publishers gauge the
market for a product before committing to the many expenses of
production. It also creates a community of fans who can follow
the project from idea to completion. We had 1,697 Car Wars
fans participate in the Car Wars
Arenas Kickstarter, and we thank
each and every one of them for
their support.
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Notes

Once the state for auto combat,
Indiana’s duelling dominance ended in
2031 with the invasion of EDSEL forces.
EDSEL still maintains a minor presence
here, but their patrols are limited to
cities and major highways. There is no
state anti-duelling legislation.
There’s only one arena in Fort Wayne,
and it is funded, oddly enough, by EDSEL. Although the local EDSEL forces
are not very quick to interfere with
highway duelling, they are extremely
protective of the city streets, even going as far as performing the duties of
the police when they are not available.
Normally, local duelling fans would
protest such heavy-handed tactics,
but EDSEL’s sizable contributions to
Southtown have gone a long way toward keeping the fans happy.
The Southtown Arena is the only
legal outlet for automotive violence
in Fort Wayne, and it is very popular
among the locals for precisely that reason. The arena was built on the site of
the old Southtown shopping mall, and
the vast parking lots are ﬁlled to capacity on weekends. A second, much larger
arena is under construction nearby, expected to open sometime next year. But
until then, the Southtown Arena waiting lists will continue to be long.

Walls. The outside walls are 15’
high and 45 DP. The six central berms
are solid earth, virtually indestructible,
and only 4’ tall. The berms block line
of sight for all but turreted weapons. A
pedestrian can climb on top in one turn,
and can jump down instantly.

Arena Schedule
Monday – Wednesday . . . . Closed
Thursday . . . . . Amateur Night
Friday . . . . . AADA Divisionals
Saturday . . . . . . . .Team Events
Sunday . . . . . . Challenge Night

Events
The Southtown Arena runs a fairly
standard series of events, both duelling and racing. They also run the occasional tag-team event, where one
member of a team must be outside the
barricades, and the other must be inside, or neither may ﬁre or intentionally ram until they are separated again.
Challenge Nights and Amateur Nights
are especially popular; due to EDSEL’s
inﬂuence, the people have no other satisfying outlet for their frustrations . The
waiting list for both Amateur Night and
Challenge Night are very long, though
a lot of hotheaded challenges are cancelled when both participants cool off.
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STUCK FOR AN ADVENTURE?

NO PROBLEM.
Warehouse 23 sells high-quality
game adventures and supplements
in print and PDF formats.
●

Free downloadable adventures for
GURPS and In Nomine!

●

Fun gaming accessories – shot glasses,
shirts, specialty six-siders, and more!

●

PDFs from Atlas Games, Amarillo Design
Bureau, Goodman Games, and
many others – plus gems from
the up-and-comers.

●

●

Original material for Transhuman Space
and new GURPS supplements from
Kenneth Hite, Phil Masters, David Pulver,
Sean Punch, and William Stoddard!
Fully searchable files of GURPS Fourth
Edition supplements.

●

Digital editions of out-of-print classics,
from Orcslayer and the complete run of ADQ
to GURPS China and GURPS Ice Age.

●

Buy boardgames and roleplaying PDFs in
the same order! Download digital purchases
again whenever you need to.
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STEVE JACKSON GAMES
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